ABSTRACT Singlet-triplet mixing in the initial radical-pair state, Pt I *, of photosynthetic bacterial reaction centers is due to the hyperfine mechanism at low magnetic fields and both the hyperfine and Ag mechanisms at high magnetic fields (>1 kG). Since the hyperfine field felt by the electron spins in P t I . is dependent upon the nuclear spin state in each radical, the relative probabilities of charge recombination to the triplet state of the primary electron donor, 3PI, or the ground state, PI, will depend on the nuclear spin configuration. As a result these recombination products will have non-equilibrium distributions of nuclear spin states (nuclear spin polarization). This polarization will persist until the 3PI state decays. In addition, due to unequal nuclear spin relaxation rates in the diamagnetic PI and paramagnetic 3PI states, net polarization of the nuclear spins can result, especially in experiments that involve recycling of the system through the radical-pair state. This net polarization can persist for very long times, especially at low temperatures. Nuclear spin polarization can have consequences on any subsequent process that involves re-formation of the radical-pair state.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present numerical calculations of the effects of nuclear spin polarization on the initial reactions of photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs). Nuclear polarization effects have not been previously considered in analyses of RC reaction dynamics, but we find that they may play a significant role in determining the outcome of experiments under certain circumstances. Our analysis suggests several new types of experiments and indicates that the interpretation of certain standard experiments may require revision.
In Rps. sphaeroides RCs, absorption of light results in excitation of the special pair bacteriochlorophyll electron donor, P. The excited singlet state of P, *P, donates an electron to the initial electron acceptor, I, likely a bacteriopheophytin monomer, in -2.8 ps (Martin et al., 1986) , to form P t I * . P t I 7 decays by electron transfer from I * to a ubiquinone in -200 ps (Rockley et al., 1975; Kaufmann et al., 1975) . To study P+I* it is useful to block this latter reaction, either by removal or prior reduction of the quinone. Under these conditions, P t I 7 lives for 10-20 ns before charge recombination occurs (Shuvalov and Parson, 1981) . This is enough time for electron spin evolution between the nearly degenerate singlet and triplet electron spin states of the radical pair. Magnetic interactions such as nuclear hyperfine and electronic Zeeman interactions can affect this electron spin evolution and cause measurable effects due to the presence of reaction pathways that depend upon the electron spin state. The radical-pair mechanism (RPM) theory, originally developed to explain the nuclear spin polarization found in products of radicalpair reactions as detected by NMR spectroscopy (chemically induced dynamic nuclear polarization [CIDNP] ) (Kaptein and Oosterhoff, 1969; Closs, 1969) , was adapted (Werner et al., 1978; Haberkorn and Michel-Beyerle, 1979) to the RC problem. This theory has been very successful in analyzing the spin dynamics of blocked RCs, including explaining the effects of external magnetic fields on experimental observables (for a recent review, see Hoff, 1986) .
One of the predictions of the RPM theory is that nuclear polarization may occur under certain circumstances. Nuclear spin polarization arises because the nuclear hyperfine interaction plays a key role in determining the spin dynamics of the radical-pair state. Because the relative probabilities of a particular RC forming various product states depend upon the nuclear spin state of that RC, different product states will be enriched with particular nuclear spin configurations. The effects of this enrichment are manifested during subsequent re-formation of the radical-pair state, either by intrinsic reaction pathways or by reexcitation of spin-polarized products.
A preliminary account of these results has been presented previously (Goldstein and Boxer, 1986) . REACTION SCHEME Fig. 1 A shows the basic reaction scheme used to analyze the kinetics of quinone-depleted Rps. sphaeroides R-26 RCs. Photoexcitation of the electron donor forms *P, which transfers an electron to I to form the singletcorrelated radical-ion pair '(Pt I 7 ) with rate kl. The rate of *P fluorescence is small relative to k, and is neglected in these calculations. A detailed analysis of the effects of spin dynamics on *P fluorescence will be presented in a subsequent paper (Goldstein, R. A., and S. G. Boxer, work in progress) . The singlet-correlated radical pair either reforms *P (rate k_,), recombines to the ground state, PI (rate ks), or undergoes coherent spin evolution at fre- 't I *)Q kT singlet radical-pair state or recombines to form the triplet state of the electron donor and the ground state of I, 3PI (rate kT). 3PI either decays to the ground state by intersystem crossing (rate ki.,) or thermally repopulates the triplet radical-pair state (rate kb). The latter pathway was introduced by us in an earlier paper to explain the temperature and magnetic field-dependent rate of 3PI decay (k0bt) (Chidsey et al., 1985) . Assuming fast electron and nuclear spin relaxation in 3PI relative to k.t. (i.e., equilibrium spin distribution in the 3PI state at all times during its decay), we showed that kt., is given by kobs = kisc + 1/3 4k3p, kb, (1) where 43pj iS the total initial 3PI quantum yield and kb is equal to kT exp (-AH/kT), where AH is the enthalpy difference between the 3PI and radical pair state, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. Most of the decay of 3PI at room temperature proceeds via this second passage through the singlet-triplet mixing process. It was the analysis of this process and the question of whether singlet-triplet mixing in the radical pairs re-formed from 3PI was the same as for those formed from *PI that led us to consider nuclear spin polarization (Chidsey et al., 1985) .
METHODOLOGY
We use the semiclassical approach of Schulten and Wolynes to model the electron spin evolution (Schulten and Wolynes, 1978) . In this model, mixing between the singlet and triplet radical-pair states occurs as the spins of the two unpaired electrons in the radical pair precess 3p I independently around different magnetic fields, each equal to the sum of the applied magnetic field and the hyperfine field of that molecule. The nuclear spin state does not change. Since there are a large number of nuclear spins, there is a distribution of nuclear spin states, and the sample is intrinsically heterogeneous with respect to hyperfine fields.
The total hyperfine field is modeled as the end-to-end distance of a freely jointed polymer chain, with each link representing the hyperfine field of an individual nuclear spin (Schulten and Wolynes, 1978) . At zero external field, it is the total magnitude of the difference in hyperfine fields felt by the two electrons that determines the singlet- where g is the electron g value, A is the Bohr magneton, and Hi is the hyperfine field for electron i. The sum of the hyperfine fields influences the singlet-triplet mixing by splitting the singlet and triplet energy levels and causing spin evolution within the triplet manifold. Assuming a large number of nuclei with similar hyperfine coupling BIOPHYSICAL JOURNAL VOLUME 51 1987 1(Pt I -.) I*- constants, the equilibrium distribution of hyperfine fields, R0(H1, H2), at zero external field is: (Roelofs et al., 1982; Norris et al., 1982) , the distance between likely locations of P-t and I-in the Rp. viridis RC as measured by x-ray diffraction (Deisenhofer et al., 1984) suggests that this may not be physically reasonable (Ogrodnik et al., 1985) .
The isotropic part of Ai can be obtained from EPR and electron-nuclear double resonance measurements of Pt and I. (Hoff, 1979) . All reaction paths besides w are considered independent of external magnetic field and nuclear spin state.
The stochastic Liouville equation is used to model the time evolution of the radical-pair state. For RCs with particular values of Hi, the time evolution of p(H;, t), the density matrix describing the radical-pair state, is given by
The spherical-Gaussian nature of Eq. 4 reflects the fact that H,-H2 can point in any direction in space. Whereas Eq. 2 implies that c is always positive, only the absolute value of c has physical significance, so R0(Qo) is considered to extend from -to + to be consistent with the high field formulation that follows.
For large external fields (>1 kG), the electron Zeeman interaction inhibits electron spin evolution to any other triplet sublevel besides the To state, so only the z components of the hyperfine fields contribute to singlet-triplet mixing. In addition, there is a contribution to w reflecting the difference in precession frequencies for the two electrons around the externally applied field, B,.,: (Ag effect).
The sum of the hyperfine fields can now be neglected because triplet sublevel mixing is inhibited by the large Zeeman splitting between triplet sublevels, and the hyperfine field does not cause Zeeman splitting of the S and T.
states. The result is a Gaussian distribution for R0(Q.) centered at co = AgfjIB..tj/h, where Ag is the difference in g-values for the two unpaired electrons = (27r)12a exp -2 2 ( a2 (high external field). (6) This distribution is related to the well-known lineshape in electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy when there is unresolved hyperfine splitting, as is the case in RCs (Hoff, 1979) . Because the difference in electron spin precession rates around Bext can be either positive or negative, the sign of c is physically significant, and RO(w) can extend from -oo to +0.
The distributions of hyperfine fields given in Eqs. 4 and 6 reflect the nuclear spin state and are considered independent of the electronic state of P and I. In particular, the equilibrium distribution, R°(H;), is the same in the PI, 3PI, In the following sections we model the RC reaction dynamics using the parameter values shown in Table I . These are reasonable values for Q-depleted Rps. sphaeroides R26.1 RCs (Boxer et al., 1983; Hoff, 1986; Lersch and Michel-Beyerle, 1983; Norris et al., 1982 The simplest example of a process that leads to nuclear spin polarization is spin sorting, which occurs during the initial decay of the radical pair to PI or 3PI. After excitation and charge separation, those RCs with hyperfine fields that cause rapid singlet-triplet mixing in the radical-pair state will form 3PI more readily than those with hyperfine fields corresponding to slow singlet-triplet mixing. As a result, RCs in the 3PI state will be enriched in these particular nuclear spin states. After a delta-function saturating flash of light, the distributions of Hi values in the 3PI and re-formed ground states, R3PI(H;) and Rp,(Hi), 
The most dramatic manifestation of this resulting nuclear polarization will be in the polarization of the w values in the RCs in the re-formed ground and 3PI state. Specifically, RCs with large values of ( will be overrepresented in the 3PI state, while RCs with smaller values of c will preferentially re-form the ground state. Distributions of w in 3PI and PI can be obtained by expressing Eqs. 21 and 22 in terms of w and integrating over the other parameters. Plots of R3p,(w) and RpI(w) at various applied magnetic fields are presented in Fig. 2 . For ease of comparison, these curves have been normalized so that the integrated areas are equal. Assuming slow nuclear spin relaxation in PI and 3PI compared with k,,,b this nuclear polarization will last until the 3PI state decays (-30-150 ,us, depending on temperature).
This nuclear spin polarization can have observable effects in any subsequent process that depends upon the distribution of Hi values in either the PI or 3PI states, processes that involve repassage of the RCs through the radical-pair state. For example, consider the decay path of 3PI that proceeds by repopulation of 3(PI ), singlettriplet mixing to l(P+tI7), and decay to PI via ks. The higher-than-equilibrium concentration of RCs in the 3PI state with large c values would facilitate 3PI decay through this path and result in a faster observed rate of 3PI decay than would be predicted for an equilibrium distribution of nuclear spins in this state. The calculated effect of this polarization on k0b is shown in Fig. 3 A. This plot also illustrates a general characteristic of nuclear spin polarization effects-any effect of nuclear spin polarization becomes negligible at very high field as the spread in singlet-triplet mixing frequencies due to the distribution of nuclear spin states becomes small relative to the AgfIBe.tI/ h contribution to singlet-triplet mixing.
The theoretical analysis of the magnetic field dependence of k0b not including nuclear spin polarization effects led us to the prediction that k.b0 and 3pI should increase in parallel as Be,, is increased (Eq. 1). However, we observed that the change in k,b, between 1 to 50 kG was less than that expected given the observed change in 43pj (Chidsey et al., 1985) . As shown in Fig. 3 , when nuclear polarization effects are included in the analysis, the predicted change in kobs with B,t is less than that predicted by Eq. 1, in agreement with the experimental observations. Nuclear spin polarization is the likely explanation for the discrepancy (Chidsey et al., 1985) .
Another effect of nuclear spin polarization will be to change the results of a flash photolysis experiment performed by reexciting that fraction of RCs that re-form the ground state via ks, before the 3PI state has a chance to decay. Shown in Fig. 3 B and Fig. 3 C are the effects of this polarization on the second passage triplet yield and radicalpair decay rate (kRP). The triplet yield for the second flash is lower, reflecting the bias of the re-formed ground state RCs due to the first flash towards smaller w values, which cannot readily form 3PI. Likewise, the radical pair decays at a slower rate after a second flash, as more of the RCs decay by the slower ks path. These effects will complicate the analysis of experiments where the sample is excited at high repetition rates or where a strong flash of duration longer than -2 ns is used, both common experimental conditions. Bext (kG) FIGURE 3 (A) The effect of the nuclear polarization produced by sorting in the radical-pair state on the observed 3PI decay rate, k0b5 as a function of external magnetic field. Shown are predicted values of kob, when the nuclear spins in the 3PI state are at equilibrium at all times during the decay (Eq. 1) (-), and when the effects of nuclear polarization are included in the analysis (Eq. 19) (----). (B and C) The effect of this nuclear polarization on the yield of 3PI (B) and kRp (C) for a flash photolysis experiment performed on the re-formed ground state after an initial excitation, as a function of external magnetic field. Calculated values for a polarized sample (----) are compared with calculations for excitation of a sample at equilibrium, as for instance, the initial excitation (-).
COMPETITION WITH QUINONE REDUCTION
The model can be easily modified to include the presence of the next electron accepter in the electron transport chain. The reaction scheme is shown in Fig. 1 B. kq is the rate of formation of P + IQ * from P t I * Q and is considered independent of the spin state of P+ I * . kq is too fast with native ubiquinone (-5 x 10'0 s-' [Rockley et al., 1975; Kaufmann et al., 1975] ) for appreciable electron spin evoluation to take place in P t I * Q before decay to P + IQ 7, so no 3PI formation or nuclear spin polarization would be expected. However, other quinones have been substituted for ubiquinone resulting in smaller values of kq (Gunner et al., 1986; Okamura et al., 1975) . kq is also considerably smaller when the non-heme Fe(II) is removed (Kirmaier et al., 1986 ). In such cases, it is possible that singlet-triplet mixing can compete with kq, and 3PI can be formed, albeit in lower yield than for Q-depleted RCs. The resulting reaction dynamics can be analyzed with a simple extension of the analysis given above. The distributions of Hi values in the 3PI and ground state are then: (23) R3p(H;) = 03pl(Hi)R0(H1) Rpl(H;) = Op1(Hi)R0(H1), (24) where the equations governing the radical pair evolution (Chidsey et al., 1985) . To calculate kobs for a nuclear spin polarized sample, R3pj(H1) from Eq. 23 is substituted into Eq. 19 with kdec(Hi) = ki,c kT (03pl)(H e-A/T (29) [kT + kq 3 T kT + kq) Fig. 4 shows the dependence of kob, on kq, both with and without nuclear spin polarization effects. The effect of nuclear spin polarization on k.bs is insignificant as most of the decay of 3PI goes through spin-independent kq for any but small values for kq. Note, however, that electron transfer from I * to Q opens a new decay pathway (kq) for 3PI decay, which results in a dramatic change in k0b, the triplet decay rate of quinone-substituted RCs is expected to be much faster than in Q-depleted RCs. Assuming that the scheme in Fig. 1 FIGURE 4 The effect of nuclear polarization on the 3PI decay rate, km., at 0 G when the quinone reduction pathway (kq) is included in the analysis (Fig. 1 B) . k0b5 is shown as a function of kq when the nuclei in the 3PI state are at equilibrium at all times during the decay (Eq. 28) (-) and when nuclear polarization effects are included (Eq. 19 with Eqs. 23 and 29) (---). Note the large effect that kq has on the 3PI decay rate.
quinone depleted. A detailed treatment of spin-dynamics in Q-substituted RCs will be presented elsewhere.
NET NUCLEAR POLARIZATION PRODUCED BY CONTINUOUS ILLUMINATION
A net nuclear spin polarization can be produced by continuous illumination if the rates of nuclear spin relaxation are different in the different spin-polarized product states. The continuous illumination will produce a constant population in the 3PI state. Since nuclear relaxation rates will be substantially different in the paramagnetic 3PI and the diamagnetic ground state, the distribution of nuclear spin states in 3PI will relax to an equilibrium distribution faster than the distribution of nuclear spins in the ground state. The result will be a net change in the total distribution of nuclear spin states in the sample, which will persist until nuclear relaxation occurs in the diamagnetic ground state. This mechanism is similar to the net CIDNP detected in cyclic reactions (Boxer, 1976; Closs, 1975) .
To model the effect of nuclear spin relaxation, we make the approximation that the nuclear spins in the 3PI state relax uniformly at rate I /r3PI, while the nuclear spins in the ground state relax at rate 1/TpI. This approximation is certainly not rigorously valid for 3PI since the nuclei on paramagnetic 3P will relax much more rapidly than those on diamagnetic I. It is the nonequilibrium distribution of Hi values that affects the results of an experiment: since Hi reflects the sum of the hyperfine fields due to all of the individual nuclear spins, the relaxation of the distribution of Hi towards an equilibrium distribution will likely be dominated by the fast-relaxing nuclei, making this approximation reasonable. The equations for the time dependence 
T3pi where ke is the rate of sample excitation and r is the total relative 3PI population, given by r = f R3p,(H;) dHi. 
This expression can be integrated to give R(w), the distribution of w values in the sample. Fig. 5 gives typical plots of R(w) for Trp = 1 s, T3pl = 1 X l0-4 s, and ke = 1 x 103 S-1 (corresponding to -0.5 W/cm2 of 750-nm light) compared with equilibrium (no continuous illumination) distributions. The other components of Hi will also be polarized.
The nuclear spin polatrization at 0 G is small, reflecting the fact that the pumping of the large w states to smaller w states is limited by the sparseness of possible small w states. The polarization is sur risingly large at moderate field, becoming unimportant s t very high fields as expected. wX 1o-9 (s-I)
A significant manifestation of this polarization is the variation in the steady-state population of 3PI as the excitation intensity is increased (saturation curves). Fig. 6 gives computed saturation curves at 0 G and 1 kG. At both magnetic field strengths, the effect of nuclear spin polar- ization is significant, as increasing the excitation intensity increases the magnitude of the nuclear spin polarization, further reducing the triplet yield. The effect is especially dramatic at 1 kG. This net spin polarization would also affect any measurement that depends upon the distribution of hyperfine fields in the sample. The effect of such polarization on 4P, kob0, and kRp at 1 kG are shown in Fig. 7 . The polarization of the sample results in a lower triplet yield, and a slower 3PI and radical-pair decay rate, for the reasons developed above.
This polarization may be produced whenever there is significant recycling of the sample through the radical-pair state during the ground state nuclear spin relaxation time. This polarization will persist until the nuclear spins in the ground state relax, which can be on the order of seconds at room temperature and considerably longer at low temperature.
CONCLUSION
Either of the two mechanisms discussed above for the production of nuclear spin polarization may be effective under certain circumstances. The sorting of nuclear spin states in the radical-pair state will be important whenever there is re-formation of the radical-pair state before the 3PI state has a chance to decay, for instance, if the fraction of the sample that has decayed directly to the ground state is reexcited during this time. It is important to note that at room temperature there are intrinsic processes, such as the decay of 3PI, that re-form the radical-pair state and will be sensitive to these nuclear polarization effects.
The net nuclear spin polarization produced by differential nuclear spin relaxation will be important when there is significant recycling of the RCs through the radical-pair state during the nuclear spin relaxation time of the ground BIOPHYSICAL JOURNAL VOLUME 51 1987 state. This effect can be studied systematically, and may also cause large changes in many standard measurements that use intense continuous or high-repetition rate light sources or are performed at low temperatures. It should be noted that nuclear spin relaxation times at low temperatures in solids can be extremely long (seconds or longer). The kinetics and yield of any state whose formation or decay involves singlet-triplet mixing would be susceptible to these effects. This would include, besides those discussed here, fluorescence lifetimes and yields and quinone reduction yields (for substituted quinones with kq small enough for electron spin evolution to occur). Because nuclear spin polarization effects are sensitive to different properties of RCs than other magnetic field effects, our analysis suggests that experiments probing this effect may provide information about RC dynamics not obtainable from other methods. It will be especially interesting to measure the effects of radiofrequency (rf) fields resonant with nuclear spin transitions on any of these observables in a moderate magnetic field. Resonant rf will scramble the nuclear spin states, reducing the polarization. Thus, rf experiments would both confirm the presence of nuclear spin polarization and provide an approach to obtaining low resolution NMR spectra of the ground and 3PI states. These experiments, as well as others, are currently in progress in this lab.
